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INC: DATA INTEGRITY FOR VERSION CONTROL SYSTEM OF MACHINE LEARNING ENT

Data Integrity for Version Control System of Machine Learning Entities

Abstract: A distributed versioning control system to manage machine learning entities
and their relationships, and to provide strong end-to-end guarantees on integrity of data
and metadata of these entities, stores metadata using merkle trees and employs a hash
scheme based within a flat namespace in the data store.
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This disclosure relates to the field of configuration management.
A technique is disclosed that provides a distributed versioning control system specialized
to manage the different machine learning entities (data, labels, model) and their
relationships, and addresses the challenge of providing strong end-to-end guarantees on
integrity of data and metadata of these machine learning entities.
Today, the value of Machine Learning artifacts resides much more in the collected data
than in the source code itself. While the code may be small, the volume of data needed to
train the Machine Learning model can be huge.
If one wants to be able to reproduce a Machine Learning model, it is more important to
focus on data management than source code. Today, it is extremely challenging for
machine learning engineers to reproduce an experiment and obtaining the same result.
Safely managing and versioning machine learning data, however, is not as easy as for
source code. First, data usually comes in binary form and current version control systems
don't handle versioning of binary files well. Second, machine learning data comprises a
set of artifacts with relationships between them. Indeed, for one single dataset, one may
have several kind of associated labels, all with different independent versions. Managing
these relationships adds considerable complexity to manage them securely and guarantee
end-to-end integrity. One of the most feared attack vectors is not necessarily deletion of
data, but rather replacing actual data with malicious data without noticing.
Some prior version control systems that address data integrity are internally based on a
merkle tree to provide strong data integrity guarantees. However, they do not manage
binary files well, much less large ones, and do not manage any relationships between
disjoint entities. Other prior systems support a large set of binary data, but internally
neither provide strong end-to-end guarantees on data integrity, nor provide any means to
manage relationships between machine learning entities.
According to the present disclosure, and as understood with reference to the Figure,
metadata management is decoupled from the data layer. This allows for efficient
metadata management 10 through merkle trees (as in the git tool) as well as efficient
management of data in specialized data stores 20 (for example, S3, Azure, Minio, and
others). The combination of the management of both layers provides strong data
integrity guarantees.
With regard to the data store 20, the technique does not maintain by default the directory
structure in the data store. Rather, it stores everything in a flat namespace. To achieve
this, it does not maintain the name of the filename in the original directory structure of
the user workspace. Instead, it determines the filename with a hash scheme computed on
the file content (in simplest form, a direct hash scheme or ilpd). For example, consider a
simple direct hash scheme where the file 30 has been saved in the data store layer 20 with
the hash 40:
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QmR9xS3nNuqBNeYh1aDacPbyHtX7kFRx7YpzN1Ts8CPZYg
Using a hash scheme based within a flat namespace in the data store layer 20 brings
several advantages: efficient storage in space (deduplication for free); a versioning
system independent from any data store; and since the hash 30 is computed on the
content of the file 30, it enables verification of the data integrity.
With regard to the metadata management 10, the technique maintains metadata
representing the mapping between the directory structure of the workspace where the
machine learning ("ml") entity resides with the filename of each datapoint in the data
store 20.
For example, with:
face1 -> QmR9xS3nNuqBNeYh1aDacPbyHtX7kFRx7YpzN1Ts8CPZYg

(50)

when data is ‘committed’, that metadata 50 is stored in the merkle tree 10 responsible to
manage that specific machine learning entity. By the fact that these metadata are
managed within a merkle tree 10, the technique ensures the integrity of the retrieval of
specific state of a user workspace for any machine learning entity.
Now with regard to ensuring strong integrity of machine learning entities relationships:
besides datasets 60, another Machine Learning entity is the label set 70. Usually, for one
dataset 60 you may have one or more label sets 70 associated to any version of that
dataset 60, and each label set 70 with their own independent versions. The technique
provides a simple way for a user to associate a version of a label set 70 to a specific
dataset 60.
The disclosed technique also adds another metadata under its management. The label set
metadata 70 contains information about the reference hash in the merkle tree of the
dataset tree to which it’s been linked. For example, the label set metadata 70 contains
Dataset-ref: e97ae340e2a437a373fce539e52a14e39c46062c

(80)

This is the representation of a link from a version of a label set 70 to a specific version of
a dataset 60.
Through the hash-based filename scheme, the disclosed technique is advantageously able
to verify the integrity of the data content at any point in time by any user around the
globe. Through the management of metadata within merkle trees, the technique provides
strong integrity into the versioning of each ml entity. And through the addition of
references across merkle trees, the technique enables a strong integrity of the
relationships between the ml entities. Because the technique provides strong integrity at
all levels of the data and metadata management, it is able to provide strong end-to-end
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guarantee of integrity on the data content as well as any relationship between machine
learning entities.

Disclosed by Sebastien Tandel, HP Inc.
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